SONY ACTION CAM AS15 MANUAL pdf
1: HDR AS15 action cam - Sony
Sony's Action Cam official site offering products and support information for Product Manuals.

Interval photo recording mode: The SSID and password can be found in the user manual or attached to the
backside of the battery cover. Turn on the Action Cam. TXT] on your computer, then check the user ID and
password. After the selection is made, images can be saved to the [From Action Cam] folder on the
smartphone when [Import] is tapped. After images have been imported to the smartphone, you can edit them
on the smartphone. After images are imported to the smartphone iPhone: When canceling the Wi-Fi
connection between the Action Cam and smartphone, perform the canceling operation on the smartphone, then
perform the following operations to turn off the Action Cam. Wi-Fi connection with the Action Cam is
canceled when returning to the top screen of the app from the [Import] screen. Turn off the power of the
Action Cam afterwards. Importing video on a smartphone Import a video shot with Action Cam from [Import]
on the top screen of the app after the Action Cam is connected to a smartphone via Wi-Fi. Editing video Start
video editing from [Create Movie] or [Movie Project] on the top screen of the app. Saving or sharing movie
You can save or share edited movie. You can start creating new movies by tapping [Create Movie] on the top
screen of the app. When you exit editing while creating movies, the edited content up to this point is saved as
a Movie Project. You can resume editing if you tap [Movie Project] on the top screen of the app. Additionally,
you can save still images of your favorite movie scenes on the movie editing screen. Create Movie You can
create a new movie. Select a video you want to edit from [Add Videos] on the editing screen. You can select
several videos. Movie Project You can resume editing of saved Projects. What you can do in the editing screen
Add Videos You can add videos to be edited from videos imported to the smartphone from the Action Cam.
You cannot edit thumbnails that are grayed out. Capturing still images You can save still images of your
favorite movie scenes. Saved still images are saved in the "Action Cam App" folder of your smartphone. Cut
and Trim You can cut and trim a segment of the video. Split You can split the video. Speed You can set the
playback speed. To add a speed adjustment area, after sliding Android or iPhone to the area where you want to
make an addition, select Add Videos. You can make detailed settings of the speed adjustment area by sliding
the blue area of starting point or ending point. You can make detailed settings of the speed adjustment area by
long-pressing the blue area of starting point or.
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2: Sony HDR-AS15 Review
Sony's Action Cam official site offering products and support information for HDR-AS10 and HDR-AS Discover the most
updated information here. Including Manuals and Handbooks.

Finally my Sony Action Cam arrived. I purchased the WiFi version so I can monitor the pictures on my
iPhone or iPad when setting it up or maybe when using it as an impromptu pole-cam on the end of a
microphone boom pole. I have not had a chance to do take an in depth look at the images yet, the weather here
is pants, grey and misty and anything I shoot at the moment looks soft. The huge but terrible Action Cam
manual. Finally I found the bit that I needed however, the WiFi connection instructions. These comprehensive
not instructions tell you to turn the WiFi on and connect to your device using the login details on a tiny sticker
attached to the giant piece of paper. OK, so I have a login and password, but what software do I use? At first,
assuming this was an app I did a search on the Apple store and found a Sony app called Play Memories and
installed this on my phone. However this is some sort of media sharing app for your photos and has no way to
connect to the camera. Next I followed the link to www. By now I was getting somewhat frustrated, this
should be really simple! Click here to go to the apple store. Even after you have installed the app things are
not entirely obvious. You need to run the app on the phone, then turn on the camera. Press the Prev or Next
buttons to fire up the camera and go to the setup menu, press next till you get to setup and then press the
record button to select. This turns on the WiFi. This is telling you to go to the phones WiFi settings and search
for a network with the same name as the SSID on the tiny sticker on the instruction sheet I peeled my sticker
off and stuck it on the side of the camera. Select the WiFi network and enter the supplied password. Go back
to the Playmemory mobile app and you should now be able to see the live feed from the Action Cam. But
come on Sony, you really need to do a better job of the manual.
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3: Solved: HDR-AS15 Action Cam charge problem - Page 2 - Sony
Find Downloads, Manuals, Tutorials, FAQ (Frequently Asked Questions), Tips & Tricks, How to's, Firmware, Drivers,
Software, Problem Solving about HDR-AS

This also makes it a bit easier to compare the few models that match your budget. But if you are looking for
something a bit more basic, you will find few more choices including an intriguing pair of wearable cameras
manufactured by Sony. Sony is no stranger to the digital camera and camcorder industry and is confident that
their Sony Action Cam series can take on the current leaders in wearable cams. It weighs about 2 ounces and
looks and feels like a quality gadget. Mounting the Sony HDR-AS15 is not an issue since the camera comes
with two adhesive mounts that are rather simple to use. If you plan to use this camera for surfing or for tough
weather conditions, you can use the waterproof housing that also comes with the HDR-AS You can also keep
the waterproof case on if you need to attach a tripod since the case has a standard tripod screw mount. All you
have is a standard record button on the back and a pair of navigation buttons placed next to a small LCD
screen. The Carl Zeiss Vario-Tesser lens already makes a pretty good impression on paper and it gives the
camera a degree viewing angle. This sensor is present in the Sony HDR-AS15 as well and it helps the camera
perform quite well in low light situations. The technology can lessen the shaky moments by means of
3-Way-Shake-Cancelling which adds a special electronic roll stability. Because the image stabilization works
digitally rather than optically, image quality takes a slight hit but it is still impressive nevertheless and it even
works at higher zoom levels. By doubling the frame rate, recorded videos are twice as slow but still look very
smooth. You can even increase the frame rate even further to an impressive fps. Both slow motion modes are
limited to p. By downloading the PlayMemories Mobile app to your iOS or Android smartphone or tablet, you
can change the settings or wirelessly transfer any recorded content from the camera to the device. Keeping the
device within 10 feet from the camera is recommended to ensure good wireless performance and stability.
Video editing can be a necessity depending on the type of content you record since the HDR-AS15 is unable
to flip the video degrees or rotate the lens. You can also upload videos to YouTube or Facebook through the
software. Otherwise, wait for Sony to release an updated model and hope that Sony adds image rotation
support. The HDR-AS15 is solid proof that Sony can apply some pressure to the other companies deeply
invested in making wearable cameras.

4: Sony Action Video Camera with Wi-Fi HDR-AS15 user manual - www.enganchecubano.com - Solve you
View and Download Sony HDR-AS15 user manual online. Digital HD Video Camera Recorder. HDR-AS15 Camcorder
pdf manual download. Also for: Hdr-as

5: Free download PDF Help Guide for Sony HDR-AS15 Action Cam
Table of contents Operation Search Settings Search Index 2US How to use this handbook Click on a button on the right
to jump to the corresponding page.

6: Sony HDR-AS15 Action Cam manuals, user's guides and other documents
Refer also to the instruction manuals of the TV. 1 Turn off both the camera and the TV. 2 Open the connector cover and
connect the camera to the TV with the micro HDMI cable (sold separately). Page Setting Wi-fi (hdr-as15 Only).

7: Sony HDR-AS15 Action Camera | eBay
Sony HDR-AS15 Action Cam manuals, user's guides and other documents You can free download PDF manuals for
HDR-AS15 Sony Action Cam.
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8: SONY HDR-AS15 HANDBOOK Pdf Download.
Î± Interchangeable-Lens Cameras Cyber-shotÂ® Cameras Camcorders Action Cam Bloggie & Webbie HDâ„¢ Cameras
Accessories More Products Televisions, Video & Home Theater Televisions Blu-ray Discâ„¢ & DVD Players Home
Theater Systems Media Players & Receivers Projectors Remote Controls More Products.

9: SONY HDR-AS15 USER MANUAL Pdf Download.
I just received my new Wi-Fi enabled Sony Action Cam. In the past, I have used other people's uploads to decide
whether or not to buy a particular camera, so.
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